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Thanks for coming to a Hoglets Party Adventure
We hope you had a great time at the party!
We’ve created a digital party bag full of craft and fun ideas - so
you can keep the fun going at home. We’ve tried to make each
activity use only items you might find at home - but remember,
you can always improvise - there’s no right or wrong way.
You can find more craft fun on our blog www.hoglets.org.uk
So what are you waiting for - get going!

www.hoglets.org.uk

C�ngrat�lat��ns
This hereby certifies that
you partied hard at a
Hoglets Online Party!

Mama Hoglet
aka Gemma
x
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Mermaid peg dolls are super-simple, but so much fun! You can
use the same approach to make peg dinosaurs, peg pirates, peg
spacemen - anything you want!
You will need:
Cardboard
Wool
Wooden pegs
Craft glue
Felt tip pens

How to make it:
1. Cut the cardboard to make a mermaid
tail that would fit with the peg
2. Glue the tail into the base of the peg.
3. For the hair - wind lengths of wool back
and forth (approx double the required
length). Don’t worry if the ends have loops
from winding or are not exact, because it
will be trimmed.
4. Take a small section of wool and tie a
knot in the centre.
5. Trim the two threads.
6. Give the hair a trim on both sides.
7. Glue the hair on.
8. Add in details like the face and the rest
of the tail with pen or permanent marker.

Some example tail shapes you could use.
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Using our alphabet spell out your name and
complete the action for each letter.

B

C

D

E

F

Make yourself
as small as an
ant

Make yourself
as big and
round as a
Bear

Climb the
rigging like a
Pirate

Dance across
the room
singing your
favourite song

Fly around like
a fairy

G

H

I

J

Use your arm
as a trunk
and stomp
around like an
elephant

K

L

Grab someone
and give them
a hug

Jump as high
as you can 5
times

Make yourself
as spikey as an
icicle.

Make yourself
as wobbly as a
jellyfish

Kick your legs
out from side
to side like a
donkey

Leap in the air
like a dolphin

M

N

O

P

Q

R

Pretend to be
a monkey and
run around the
room

Pretend
you have a
horn like the
Narwhal!

Open and shut
your mouth
like a fish - obob-ob!

Pretend you
are completely
weightless.

Roar like a
dragon

S

T

U

V

Swim around
the house as
if you were
Queen of the
Mermaids

W

X

Stomp around
like a dinosaur

Walk the plank
like a pirate

Ride a unicorn

Pretend the
floor is very
hot lava and
get across.

Wiggle
Everything

Extend! Make
your body as
wide as you
possibly can.

Y

Z

Touch your
toes 10 times

Pretend to
fall asleep.........
zzzzzzzz
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Create your own inter-galactic buddy with this easy craft.

You will need:
A Toilet Roll
Some Felt Tip Pens
2 Pipe Cleaners
Some Googly Eyes
A Pair of Scissors

How to make it:
1. Using your felt tip pens, colour in your toilet roll however you want.
Don’t forget to leave a space to give the Alien a face.
2. Stick on as many googly eyes as you want, I’ve gone for one, but
your Alien can have as many as you feel. Then draw on other features,
eyelashes, noses mouths, ears.
3. Take your scissors and shape the top of your toilet roll. You can make it
wobbly, bumpy, spikey - the choice is yours.
4. Make holes in your toilet roll for the arms and legs. Thread your pipe
cleaners through the holes, twist them around your finger to create a
spring-like shape. This will secure your limbs in place.
There you go! A wibbly wobbly alien all of your very own!
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A crown can be so many things depending on what you want to play.
Is it yours? Are you queen of the Mermaids? Is it buried treasure? Is it
made of bones and are you the dino-king? Choice is yours!

You will need:
A Paper Plate
A Pair of Scissors
Some Felt-Tip Pens
and decorating
materials

How to make it:
1. Leaving the outer ring of the plate intact, take your scissors
and cut a zig-zag all around the centre to create a ring of spikes.
2. Fold the spikes upwards to create a crown.
3. Using your felt pens, colour in your crown. You can turn it into
pirate treasure by drawing sparkling jewels.
4. Add shells to make it into a mermaid crown or flowers for a
fairy’s. Jewels and stars make a great buried treasure crown.
And if your crown is for the king of the dinos try decorating it
with sharp teeth or stegosaurus plates.
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Introducing Hoglets Theatre
Hoglets Theatre writes, produces and tours intimate, energetic and
accessible theatre designed specifically for early-years and primary
aged children.
We also run engaging, exciting and imagination-bursting drama
workshops. More recently we have been running online classes and
birthday party experiences.
With puppetry, live music and original songs, physical theatre, audience
interaction, a make-it-at-home do-it-at-home aesthetic and an infectious energy
and creativity, we take little folks (and their big folks and teachers) on raucous
adventures, underpinned with important themes of imagination and growing,
friendship and fear, loneliness and love.

www.hoglets.org.uk

Hoglets was founded in 2013 by Gemma Sharp – an actress with over 15
years of experience working in theatre, film and television.
Since then she has run hundreds of workshops
and performances in schools, libraries,
festivals, theatres, children’s centres, tents,
lounges, cafes and forests across the country.
And now - online too!
Hoglets Theatre - www.hoglets org.uk
Email gemma@hoglets.org.uk for information
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